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Featured companies

Want to get
featured?

GET FEATURED

Apzumi VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

Poland, Poznan

2013

Within 1 week

Top healthcare app developers

Apzumi is a boutique software agency specialized in digital health, wellness

and �tness.

Framework

15% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

Whimsy Games VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

United Kingdom,

London

2018

Within 1 week

We provide our help in any area of Game Development, UI/UX, 2D/3D art,

Animation, Game Design and Game Level, VFX, so more information about us

you can get from Overview

Framework

100% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

Top Unity Developers in 2023

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/contact-us
https://techreviewer.co/companies/apzumi
https://apzumi.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/apzumi
https://techreviewer.co/companies/whimsy-games
https://whimsygames.co/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/whimsy-games
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Digious Solutions VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

Australia, Waratah

West NSW

2019

Other

Digious Solutions

We are on a mission to become the game-changers in the digital and

technology industry. With a talented team of passionate individuals we are on

our way to beat the rest and make it count!

We are digious!

Framework

28% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

InGenious Guru VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

United States,

Beaver Creek

2016

Within 1 week

Trusted digital marketing agency

Ingenious Guru specializes in Digital Marketing and o�er their clients

complete web based solutions. With InGenious Guru functional strategies, you

can increase your company's rank on top in search engines.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

LLC, SOFTUUP VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

10 - 49

Startups

Ukraine, Kyiv

2015

Within 1 week

We Develop Projects with Sense and Strategy

For each idea you have, for any request you place we help you to discover &

develop ideal combination of services and solutions

Framework

30% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/digious-solutions
https://digioussolutions.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/digious-solutions
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ingenious-guru-ba5d0f19-ad80-4b9f-be69-b03ef6dd8856
https://ingeniousguru.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ingenious-guru-ba5d0f19-ad80-4b9f-be69-b03ef6dd8856
https://techreviewer.co/companies/llc-softuup
https://softuup.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/llc-softuup
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Banuba VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

$100 - $149 / hr

100 - 249

SMBs

Belarus, Minsk

2016

Within 1 week

Face AR technology for brands and developers.

Banuba is a computer vision lab specialising in Face AR development. We

create augmented reality SDKs which bring the most immersive face �lters, 3D

masks, facial animation and AR beauty features to any app or website.

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

PROFILE

RexSoft VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

10 - 49

Startups

United States, New

York

2012

Within 1 week

We design, develop and launch web & mobile apps

RexSoft is a digital production agency. Since 2012 we work in partnership with

brands, tech startups and agencies to bring stunning products to life.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

Visartech Inc. VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

50 - 99

SMBs

United States,

Dover

2010

Within 1 week

Mixing art, tech & fun

Visartech Inc. is a software solution provider that helps businesses solve

challenges and reach speci�c goals using technology. We focus on delivering

intelligent cloud IT infrastructure, digital ecosystems, and interactive

solutions.

Key Visartech facts:

13+ years of proven experience

Framework

30% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/banuba
https://www.banuba.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/banuba
https://techreviewer.co/companies/rexsoft
https://rexsoftinc.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/rexsoft
https://techreviewer.co/companies/visartech-inc
https://www.visartech.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/visartech-inc
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DreamzTech Solutions Inc. VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$20 - $29 / hr

100 - 249

Enterprise

United States,

Tempe

2010

Within 1 week

Software Development Company in USA

Hire best-in-class onshore, o�shore, nearshore or hybrid developers trusted

by startups to fortune 500 clients to develop and launch innovative & industry-

ready software products in 2x faster time with 60% reduced cost . Our award-

winning custom software development services are enriched with 12+ years

experience and in-depth domain knowledge .

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

TADCO VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

Ireland, Galway

2017

Within 1 week

We Bring Your Innovative Ideas To Life

TADCO has a strong, experienced global team of industry-expert app

developers with a passion for crafting cutting edge multi-platform software

application solutions.

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

Gorrion Software House VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

Poland, Gliwice

2009

Within 1 week

Grow your business, we got your back

You’ve just found software specialists chosen by those who need a real ally in

technology.

We help entrepreneurs who want their companies to take advantage of

technology. Our task is to look for solutions they actually need and let them

achieve their business goals. We always try our best to get to know not only

the product idea but also the client's business. Conducting interviews,

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/dreamztech-solutions-inc
https://dreamztechusa.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/dreamztech-solutions-inc
https://techreviewer.co/companies/tadco
https://theappdevelopment.company/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/tadco
https://techreviewer.co/companies/gorrion-software-house
https://www.gorrion.io/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/gorrion-software-house
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Stepico Games VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

Ukraine, Lviv

2014

Within 2-3 weeks

Leading Game Development & Art Production Studio

Stepico is Leading Game Development Partner in US & Europe. Working with

NBC Universal, Rovio, Outplay and others we built a team of experts to deliver

solutions at all levels of Game Development. We are a passionate team of

creatives with an extensive background in games and virtual experiences in

AR/VR. That is why we work on both own IP and work-for-hire projects.

Framework

65% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

PROFILE

AR VR company Invisible Toys VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

100 - 249

Startups

Germany, Berlin

2015

Within 1 week

20 years of AR and VR development

Invisible Toys is a full-service AR VR development company. We do all the

"heavy lifting". You monitor our progress. On time, on budget. Post-release

guarantee period included.

Framework

50% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

Conovo Technologies VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

SMBs

United Kingdom,

Slough

2014

Within 1 week

Dream | Connect | Innovate

Conovo Technologies possesses a creative and innovative team of individuals

who are willing to go an extra mile for your satisfaction. The team has

leadership skills and is highly data-driven.

Framework

15% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/stepico-games
https://stepico.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/stepico-games
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ar-vr-company-invisible-toys
https://invisible.toys/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ar-vr-company-invisible-toys
https://techreviewer.co/companies/conovo-technologies
https://www.conovoinc.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/conovo-technologies
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CM&D VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

<10

Enterprise

United States,

Austin

2016

Within 1 week

The power of VR, the art of storytelling.

We believe in the power of virtual reality and the art of storytelling.

As a full-service virtual reality (VR) production studio, we help our clients

through the entire process of creating stunning immersive experiences.

From discovering the perfect story to tell, through o�ering a wide range of

development services, and by leaning on proven deployment strategies, we

build immersive content that leaves a lasting impact on your audience.

Framework

60% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

ChicMic VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

100 - 249

SMBs

India, Mohali

2012

Within 1 week

Outsourcing Partner for App & Game Development

ChicMic is a mobile focused software development company with core forte

being app and game development. We o�er complete development and

consulting services for mobile platforms (iOS & Android) and web.

Highlights:

- The Most Creative Web and Mobile App Development Companies in 2020

- SiliconIndia Game Development Company of the Year in 2017

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

Blue Flame Thinking VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$100 - $149 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

United States,

Grand Rapids

1965

Within 2-3 weeks

Find Your Better®

We help �nancial and manufacturing brands in the B2B2C space solve their

toughest marketing challenges and �nd their better. We specialize in

developing right-sized websites and marketing programs that help our clients

modernize their digital footprint and deliver best-in-class CX. Some clients

need 1/4 million dollar digital infrastructures; others need easy-to-use, simple,

and e�ective marketing.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/chocolate-milk-donuts
https://chocolatemilkdonuts.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/chocolate-milk-donuts
https://techreviewer.co/companies/chicmic
https://www.chicmic.in/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/chicmic
https://techreviewer.co/companies/blue-flame-thinking
https://blueflamethinking.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/blue-flame-thinking
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Qualium Systems VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

Ukraine, Kharkiv

2010

Within 1 week

Augmented, Virtual and Mixed Reality for Business

Qualium Systems is a high-end software development company creating

AR/VR/MR, Mobile and Web applications for digital agencies, startups, and

enterprises. We provide our clients with a complete cycle of software

production: detailed discovery and business analysis, technical research,

design, software development, QA, maintenance and support.

Framework

40% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

Awakeen Studio Pvt. Ltd. VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

10 - 49

Startups

India, Ahmedabad

2019

Within 1 week

Inventing Reality

We're a team of keen designers and developers. We're making AR-VR-MR-

based mobile apps & games. We're not just developing we're enjoying it.

Framework

40% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

Softengi VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

250 - 999

SMBs

Poland, Tychy

1995

Within 1 week

Inspired Engineering

Softengi is a digital transformation consulting company with 1000+ projects in

its portfolio and 25+ years of experience. We create high-load complex

systems, web and mobile apps as well as AI/IoT/XR solutions to help

businesses grow.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/qualium-systems
https://www.qualium-systems.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/qualium-systems
https://techreviewer.co/companies/awakeen-studio-pvt-ltd
https://www.awakeenstudio.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/awakeen-studio-pvt-ltd
https://techreviewer.co/companies/softengi
https://softengi.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/softengi
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Quy Technology Pvt. Ltd VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$20 - $29 / hr

100 - 249

Startups

United States,

Walnut

2010

Within 1 week

Where Innovation Meets Reliability

Quytech is a trusted mobile app development company with 10 years of

experience that help startups to take their �rst step in the right direction. We

leverage the latest technology to shape your mobile app idea into reality.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

PROFILE

Carina Softlabs Inc. VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

SMBs

India, Indore

2011

Within 1 week

We Design Experience!

Carina Softlabs Inc. formerly known as Carina technologies & Services was

established on 24th September 2011. Initially started as a Web Development

company, we spread our divisions to include Mobile Apps Development, Game

Development, and Digital Marketing. We have served over 250 clients in the

past 8 years and some of them are like family to us. We do have our associates

in the USA, UK, and Australia.

Framework

30% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

Monkhub Innovations VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

India, Delhi

2017

Within 1 week

Mobile game development

Monkhub is a technology service provider majorly focused on Emerging

Technologies. We undertake projects in blockchain, mobile and web

application development and data sciences.

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/quy-technology-pvt-ltd
https://www.quytech.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/quy-technology-pvt-ltd
https://techreviewer.co/companies/carina-softlabs-inc
https://www.carinasoftlabs.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/carina-softlabs-inc
https://techreviewer.co/companies/monkhub-innovaations
https://www.monkhub.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/monkhub-innovaations
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Zatun VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

>$200 / hr

10 - 49

Startups

India, Ahmedabad

2007

Other

Mobile game development

Zatun "Where Fun Gets Down to Business" is an innovative, engaging, and

award-winning game developer since 2007.

Framework

50% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

AnythingCloud VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

100 - 249

SMBs

United States,

Plano

1999

Within 1 week

Simplify your Journey

AnythingCloud is a leading AWS partner focused on architecture, migration,

cost-optimization, security, and managed services, saving you the pain and

complexity of doing it yourself (DIY).

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

Vossle VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

<$20 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

United States, Long

Beach

2020

Within 1 week

Create WebAR Experience in Under 1 Minute

Create AR experiences in a �ash (or even before the Flash) with simple, easy,

and intuitive UI. Create your Free Account. Upload your 3D Model and Submit.

Voila!! No need to code, no app development, no worrying about compatibility.

Framework

30% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/zatun
https://zatun.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/zatun
https://techreviewer.co/companies/anythingcloud
https://www.anythingcloud.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/anythingcloud
https://techreviewer.co/companies/vossle
https://www.vossle.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/vossle
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SHIV TECHNOLABS PVT. LTD. VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

100 - 249

Enterprise

United States, New

Hyde Park

2015

Within 2-3 weeks

Optimized, Complete & Unmatchable Digital Solution

At Shiv Technolabs, We Develop functionality and innovation with the thought

of web development, enabling users to get the perfect blend of brand, which

makes their brand exactly what they are looking for.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

Exalture Software Labs Inc VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

<$20 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

United States, Palo

Alto

2013

Within 1 week

Your Digital Partner

Established in Palo Alto, USA, and later expanded to Kerala, India, Exalture has

been coding and designing digital applications since 2013. With a strong team

of developers and engineers, we have been passionate about developing web

and mobile apps for iPhone and Android devices. Having achieved 100% client

satisfaction, we’re committed to o�ering services, including mobile app

development, website designing & development, game development, UI/UX

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

TSUKAT Studio VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

Ukraine, Lviv

2017

Within 1 week

Interactive Visual Solutions | VR & AR

We are an XR design studio that rocks. At TSUKAT we share a common passion

for immersive technologies, especially VR and AR, and are fascinated by the

enormous opportunities they bring to the table.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/shiv-technolabs-pvt-ltd
https://shivlab.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/shiv-technolabs-pvt-ltd
https://techreviewer.co/companies/exalture-software-labs
https://exalture.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/exalture-software-labs
https://techreviewer.co/companies/tsukat-studio
https://tsukat.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/tsukat-studio
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Codea IT VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

Argentina, Ciudad

Autónoma de

Buenos Aires

2017

Within 2-3 weeks

We are a leading Software Factory in software development in America and

Europe. With employees working on projects around the world, we drive the

digital transformation of companies like Microsoft, McDonald's, Nissan, Coca-

Cola, and Marvel.

Recognized by Clutch.co as one of the leading B2B technology services

companies, Codea IT o�ers an exceptional work environment in which

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

Lune Radosław Janicki Clément Cordier s.c VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$30 - $49 / hr

<10

SMBs

Poland, Wrocław

2017

Within 1 week

VR is not the future, it's a present!

Lune.xyz is Wrocław, Poland based studio, covering games and applications in

AR and VR technology, as well as an Internet application (WebApp). We create

solutions for business clients and cultural institutions. We have a well-

coordinated and experienced team of 3D artists and programmers who have

successfully implemented many projects. We cover the comprehensive

implementation of the project or part of it. Work extensively in Blender 3D

Framework

100% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

MacAndro VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

<$20 / hr

250 - 999

Startups

India, Madurai

2010

Within 1 week

Unique Mobility Solutions

MacAndro is the preeminent mobile app development company o�ering

mobile apps integrated with groundbreaking features such as UI/UX design,

customized functionality, etc, which helps your business to reach a high

margin level instantly.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/codea-it
https://www.codeait.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/codea-it
https://techreviewer.co/companies/lune-radoslaw-janicki-clement-cordier-s-c
https://lune.xyz/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/lune-radoslaw-janicki-clement-cordier-s-c
https://techreviewer.co/companies/macandro
https://www.macandro.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/macandro
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StudioKrew VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

India, New Delhi

2013

Within 1 week

An independent design & development agency

StudioKrew is a leading mobile app and Game designing and development

company based out in India & Canada, Since 2013. Creating customer success

strategies and implementing them into solutions is what we do at StudioKrew.

Simultaneously with developing exciting products we work on maintaining a

strong client relationship which is very important to carry forward business

legacies. We can deliver the product quickly maintaining the high level of

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

PROFILE

Queppelin VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

<$20 / hr

100 - 249

Enterprise

India, Gurugram

2010

Within 2-3 weeks

Queppelin helps businesses leverage the potential of Augmented & Virtual

Reality to engage their users at a deeper level and provide products/services

like never imagined before.

They also launched a large platform in Australia where users can recreate

their own marker-based, markerless, and teleport solutions in Augmented

Reality. The project involved 30+ full-time developers and has been under

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

Risivonne Investments VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

10 - 49

Enterprise

Kenya, Nairobi

2020

Within 1 week

Harnessing Digital Intelligence

Risivonne Investments is a Software Development, Information Technology

and Consultancy �rm.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/studiokrew
https://studiokrew.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/studiokrew
https://techreviewer.co/companies/queppelin
https://www.queppelin.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/queppelin
https://techreviewer.co/companies/risivonne-investments
https://www.risivonneinvestments.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/risivonne-investments
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Scalan Labs, LLC VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

United States,

Chicago

2012

Within 1 week

Engineered to Scale

Scalan Labs LLC is a Chicago based full-service product engineering company

that provides dedicated teams for custom software development for web &

mobile platforms. We have the top1% talent for product engineering and

dedicated teams to help you reach your business goals. We specialize in

delivering cost-e�cient tailor-made software solutions through our dedicated

development team model, that is centered around trust, commitment and rich

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

Samaj Infotech VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

10 - 49

Enterprise

India, Gandhinagar

2018

Within 1 week

Samaj Infotech is a leading Web Design & Development, Mobile Apps,

Animation, Game & Software Development Company in India, USA.

Framework

25% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

UpDoer Technology VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

<$20 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

India, Noida

2017

Within 1 week

An Independent Software Testing/QA Company

UpDoer Technology is a global presence Software Testing/QA company

working since 2017. Having its head quarters in Noida India.

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/scalan-labs
https://www.scalans.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/scalan-labs
https://techreviewer.co/companies/samaj-infotech
https://www.samajinfotech.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/samaj-infotech
https://techreviewer.co/companies/updoer-technology
https://updoertechnology.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/updoer-technology
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ZiniosEdge VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$100 - $149 / hr

100 - 249

SMBs

India, Bangalore

2016

Within 2-3 weeks

A modern technology services company.

ZiniosEdge Software Technologies is formed by the amalgamation of erstwhile

SourceEdge Software Technologies (www.SourceEdge.com ) and Zinios

Information Technologies (www.Ziniostech.com ) in April 2019. We inherit the

strength of both companies and position the new brand ‘ZiniosEdge’ for

continued technology excellence and growth. Today, ZiniosEdge is a Digital

technology-led innovation company that creates and integrates digital

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

Finest Tech Solution VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

SMBs

India, Zirakpur

2019

Within 1 week

At the Finest tech solution, we believe that technology changes the way we

connect to our clients. Finest Tech Solution o�ers all digital marketing services,

SEO services, PPC, Web Design Services, Website Development services.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

Capermint Technologies VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

Canada, Montréal-

Est

2014

Within 1 week

#1 Mobile Game & App Development Company

Capermint Technologies is #1 leading mobile game development and mobile

app development company. We consider our valued clientele’s requirement as

the top-most priority. Our head o�ce is located at the rapidly expanding city

Montreal, Canada. Our growing portfolio of clients all over the world.

Our highly-skilled team of experts provides world-class services and solutions

to our customers whilst ensuring high returns on their investments. With

Framework

40% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.6

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ziniosedge
https://ziniosedge.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ziniosedge
https://techreviewer.co/companies/finest-tech-solution
https://www.finesttechsolution.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/finest-tech-solution
https://techreviewer.co/companies/capermint-technologies
https://www.capermint.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/capermint-technologies
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OGI Technologies VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

<$20 / hr

50 - 99

Startups

India, Bangalore

2010

Other

OGI Technologies

OGI Technologies is a global IT management and consultancy services

company

Framework

30% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.5

PROFILE

Smartexe VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

100 - 249

Startups

Israel, Bnei Brak

2004

Within 2-3 weeks

Exexuting your ideas. Smartly.

The Smartexe company provides custom software engineering services to

startups around the world.

Under our belt is 16+ years, so we do have enough experience to manage

projects of any complexity.

Our customers have time to focus on their core business and maximize their

true potential & pro�t.

Framework

20% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.5

PROFILE

CMOLDS - Molding Creativity VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

$100 - $149 / hr

250 - 999

Enterprise

United States, San

Francisco

2004

Within 1 week

Develop Agencies To Accelerate In Digital World

CMOLDS MOLDING Creativity iOS or Android app development team has a

great year of experience creating apps for the iPhone and iPad. We can create

unique apps for these mobile devices that will improve the user experience by

taking advantage of the multitude of device features and capabilities available

when working on the iOS platform.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.5

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ogi-technologies
https://www.ogit.in/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ogi-technologies
https://techreviewer.co/companies/smartexe
https://smartexe.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/smartexe
https://techreviewer.co/companies/cmolds-molding-creativity
https://www.cmolds.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/cmolds-molding-creativity
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Windstar Games VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$50 - $99 / hr

10 - 49

Startups

India, Ahmedabad

2001

Within 1 week

Windstar Games can be a companion to your business as it provides only the

best services for our customers. Our key services are game development

services, experience design, augmented reality development, and virtual

reality development.

Framework

80% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.4

PROFILE

Azmi Studio VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

<$20 / hr

10 - 49

SMBs

Bangladesh, Dhaka

2018

Within 1 week

Game Development, Digital Reality (AR/VR), Mobile Apps Development Studio

Framework

35% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.1

PROFILE

iXRlabs VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

SMBs

India, Gurgaon

2015

Within 1 week

iXR Labs o�er virtual reality labs for engineering, science, and medical

colleges that enhance retention, comprehension, research mindset, and

engagement.

Framework

100% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.0

PROFILE

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/windstar-games
https://windstargames.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/windstar-games
https://techreviewer.co/companies/azmi-studio
https://azmistudio.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/azmi-studio
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ixrlabs
https://www.ixrlabs.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/ixrlabs
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Cookies.Games VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

$30 - $49 / hr

10 - 49

Enterprise

Germany, Frankfurt

am Main

2010

Within 2-3 weeks

Cookies.Games was founded in 2010, and today we are a team of 35+

specialists in the development of mobile games and applications based on the

cross-platform game engine Unity, as well as a full-stack development (C#,

Java, .NET, etc.)

We work with pretty much all existing platforms and devices - iOS, Android,

Web, Windows, MacOS, virtual and augmented reality (VR | AR), social

Framework

60% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.0

PROFILE

Hire Agnito Coders VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

$20 - $29 / hr

50 - 99

Enterprise

United States, NEW

CASTLE

2014

Within 1 week

A pool of highly talented developers.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.0

PROFILE

Digital Friend VISIT WEBSITE

<$5,000

<$20 / hr

100 - 249

Enterprise

India, Ahmedabad

2016

Within 1 week

Design & Marketing Studio

Seeking a Social Media Marketing Agency in Ahmedabad, then you search end

here, Digital Friend is one the best Social Media & SEO Company in

Ahmedabad, Gujarat. We are leading Website development, Digital Marketing

& Graphic Design Company in India, Ahmedabad.

Framework

10% Unity 3D

Techreviewer Rating

4.0

PROFILE

Buyer's guide

In June 2005, a group of three developers published Unity, a program that would go on to become one of the most successful cross-platform game

engines available.

With over 2.5 million registered programmers, the game engine has already evolved into software that caters to the demands of developers and a

location where both novice and professional users may exchange ideas. In fact, it is used to power more than 60% of all mobile games, including

some of the most popular titles from AAA studios.

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/companies/cookies-games
http://cookies.games/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/cookies-games
https://techreviewer.co/companies/hire-agnito-coders
https://www.hireagnitocoders.com/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/hire-agnito-coders
https://techreviewer.co/companies/digital-friend
https://digitalfriend.co.in/
https://techreviewer.co/companies/digital-friend
https://venturebeat.com/games/unity-report-number-of-games-made-with-unity-grew-93-in-2021/#:~:text=In%20its%20Unity%20Gaming%20Report,750%2C000%20games%20based%20on%20Unity.
https://venturebeat.com/games/unity-report-number-of-games-made-with-unity-grew-93-in-2021/
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With so many Unity development services accessible, it can be di�cult to �nd the right one. As a result, to assist you in making better judgments,

here is how to select the best Unity development company.

Unity Development Process
Unity is an excellent prototyping platform for anything from games to interactive applications. Here's how the best Unity development companies

create one.

1. Planning
This step is when you �gure out what you want to build in the Unity platform. This should include a clear concept of the type of application you

want to develop.

2. Design
You will work with a Unity development service to design the framework of your application in this step. You must specify the platforms on which

the game will operate, the genre of the game, the overall gameplay, and so on.

3. Development
Once you have a clearer expectation of what application you want to build, it is time for the development process. The best Unity development

company will give you reliable estimates and timelines for the development process.

4. Testing
It is critical to thoroughly test your Unity application. This step is essential so that there are as few defects as possible within it.

5. Launch
If you think the Unity application is ready, it is time to launch it! The best Unity development company will walk you through every stage of the

process, including how to get people to notice your application.

6. Maintenance
Obviously, your Unity app will have a few issues with each update. The best Unity development company will provide you with an e�ective

maintenance solution to ensure that your application runs as smoothly as possible.

What language do Unity developers use?
One of the most popular programming languages Unity development services uses is C sharp. However, depending on your requirements, the best

Unity development company should be able to assist you with other programming languages, such as Python and Boo.

What are the qualities of a successful Unity game developer?
Finding the right one among many Unity development service options may look like looking for a needle in a haystack. So, have a look at these

important elements to simplify the process of choosing the best Unity development company.

Well-versed in multi-platform game development.

On-time delivery.

Reasonable development cost.

Able to show an impressive portfolio.

How to choose the right Unity Development company for your business?
Now that you've learned about the processes and qualities to look for in a Unity development service, it's time to learn about how to pick the best

Unity development company. Continue reading to �nd out how!

Narrow down a list of potential Unity Development companies to collaborate with

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
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Before choosing the best Unity development company, you should go out (or to your web browser) and explore all your options. Join online Unity

forums and developer communities to see if there is a suitable solution to your situation.

If you already have a list of names, you can go through them one by one. The best Unity development company will often have a professional-

looking website showcasing their work, as well as social media platforms where you may ask questions about your requirements.

Check specializations and portfolios.
Looking at previous work is the simplest way to determine the best Unity development company. So, once you've identi�ed a Unity development

service, go through their portfolio and look at all of the games they've created.

The best Unity development company will gladly share its portfolio with you. If possible, speak with the company's prior clients to receive a �rst-

hand opinion of the services.

Check the company's project management methodologies. 
The planning and creation of a Unity game require extensive planning. And, if you think a Unity developer company should devote most of its time

doing coding, then you are wrong. It must also allocate time to other aspects of the project.

Technical expertise is essential, but it is not the only concern. It is critical that a developer knows and properly implements the game development

work�ow, from requirement collection to early development to release.

Compare prices keeping your budget in mind.
The game produced within Unity is high-class and epic, so the development cost will be substantial. The best Unity Development company, on the

other hand, should be able to help you �nd a solution that �ts your budget.

The amount of labor required to produce a Unity game and the time and devotion involved will undoubtedly cost you more than comparable game

development technologies. The end result, however, will be worth the money if you work with the best Unity development company.

How much do Unity Development companies charge for their services?
It should be noted that while the Unity platform is relatively inexpensive to get, game production solutions are not. It's all down to the amount of

talent, devotion, and commitment required.

According to the most recent Upwork data, the hourly rate ranges from $15 to $75. An experienced and reputable Unity game development

company will charge accordingly, ensuring clients of the highest quality result.

Lower rates often suggest lower service quality, which may lead to long-term setbacks. Before work starts, a client should be informed properly and

in detail of the costs involved.

Conclusion
It can be challenging to pick the best Unity development company. However, following the suggestions above may make the entire process easier.

The best Unity development company will make your dream application a reality. So, take your time and make an informed decision!

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
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Create your company pro�le
in less than 5 minutes
Grow your business by getting in front of more potential

customers

Get Listed

https://techreviewer.co/unity-developers
https://techreviewer.co/users/sign_up

